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	Text1: Home Journals: Please remember to write in your child's journal over the weekend and to return the journal to school in your child's navy blue folder on Mondays.Tissue boxes: Runny noses and sneezes request that each child bring in their own tissue/Kleenex box to keep handy in their desks.
	Text2: We had a wonderful October! Here are some highlights:v We wrote Arthur stories, read them to our peers, and shared appreciations for our peers' stories.v We carved a pumpkin for our class. Everyone helped to take out the flesh, pulp, and seeds.v We danced with all the primary grades in the gym, following along to the instructor and showed off our            own dance moves!v Fire Drill and Lockdown: We practiced these procedures as a school to make sure we know what  our responsibilities are in case of such emergencies.  
	Text3:                                    Grade 1  Language:- Write short texts using a few simple forms writing - Focus this month with be recounts and procedural      writing - Read a few different types of literary texts Mathematics:- Describe the relative locations of objects or people    using positional language                                    - Identify and describe common two dimensional   shapes (e.g., circles, triangles, rectangles, squares) \ and sort and classify them by their attributesSocial Studies: - Demonstrate an understanding of simple chronology by identifying and organizing chronologically some significant events      related to their personal experience
	Text4:   Grade 2  Language:- Write short texts using several simple forms- Writing focus this month with be recounts and procedural writing- Read some different literary texts and informational textsMathematics:- Describe the relative locations (e.g., beside, two steps to the right of ) and the movements of objects on a map-  Compose and describe pictures, designs, and          patterns by combining two-dimensional shapes                    Social Studies: describe some                        significant traditions  and celebrations                        of their families, their peers, and their                                own communities, as well as of some                     other communities in Canada 
	Text5: Reminders:November 7: Photo Retakes AND Scholastic book order dueNovember 11: Remembrance Day AssemblyNovember 11: Progress Reports go homeNovember 13: Interviews in the eveningNovember 14: Interviews in the morningNovember 14: P.A. Day - No school  
	Text6:     Gym Schedule: Please note that there has been a change to our gym schedule. We now have gym on       Day 2 and Day 3. On those days, students should wear comfortable clothing such as stretchy pants/    t-shirts. Please ensure their indoor shoes are running shoes so they can be safe when participating in gym class. Students with inappropriate/unsafe footwear will not be able to participate.      \


